The FILTEX-Experiment1 with the aim to study the spin dependence of the pp interaction a t LEAR with a polarized p-beam and a polarized ptarget requires a high density H-target. This can be achieved with a storage cell t e~h n i~u e '~~. One of the basic problems of such a device is the depolarization of the stored R-atoms by a large number of wall collisions. In order to study this problem a polarimeter to measure the nuclear polarization is essential.
Principles
To start with we remark that the nuclear and the electronic polarization of hydrogen atoms in a weak magnetic field are identical, since each of the four hyperfine states contributes equally to the electron and the nuclear polarization ( fig.1 ). Therefore a measurement of the electron polarization P, is sufficient to determine the nuclear polarization P,. To do so, the hydrogen atoms are excited by low energy electron impact (E, = 80eV, fig. 2 ). This excitation is so fast that the depolarization of the atomic electron by the excitation can be neclected. The state multipoles of the The circular polarization of the fluorescence light emitted a t the time t after the electron excitation is proportional to the first rank polarization of the orbital angular momentum of the radiating atoms3
Using a close-coupling calculation of the electron excitation cross sections of the 3 P states4 we obtain the orbital angular momentum state multipoles a t the time t=O and calculate a circular polarization of the fluorescence light a t the time t shown in fig. 3 . The calculation assumes a P, = P, = ! j polarization of the atoms as it is obtained with the one sextupole preparation used in our experiment. Fig. 3 shows oscillations of the polarization caused by quantum beats between the different magnetic sublevels of the n=3 level. Numerical averaging of the time dependent polarization shown in fig. 3 gives a light polarization of P=0.38 .
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Fig. 3. Calculated light polarization at the time t after the electron impact excitation.
A p p a r a t u s Polarized hydrogen atoms are produced by a conventional source, using a SIN-type rf dissociator and one sextupole magnet5. The flux of hydrogen atoms into the interaction zone of the polarimeter is around 2.10'~ atoms/s. In order to measure the background the hydrogen beam can be interrupted by a chopper wheel mounted close to the interaction zone of the polarimeter. The main source of background is the electron impact excitation of residual gas hydrogen molecules, leading to dissociation of the molecules with one of the two hydrogen atoms ending up in the n=3 state.
The H2 residual gas is generated almost entirely by recombination of the atomic hydrogen beam on the surfaces of the vacuum chamber, of the storage cell and the chopper wheel (when the chopper is closed). The gas conductances inside the vacuum chamber are high enough that the background counting rate varies only slightly with the position of the chopper wheel. Thus a measurement of the background can be performed with closed chopper. The total error introduced to polarization measurements of storage cell targets by this method is estimated to be less than 16%. This error can be reduced by increasing the pumping speed of the vacuum system.
A pair of Helmholtz type coils generates a magnetic guiding field in the interaction zone of ImT. The electron beam is produced by a simple and compact arrangement consisting of an indirectly heated cathode (VALVO 30AX) and two electrodes. Electron currents in the mA range are obtained a t energies around 80eV. The induced fluorescence light is imaged by two lenses to the cathode of a cooled single photon counting multiplier (RCA 31034). The H,-line is selected by an interference filter (Schott MA3-0.3). The circular polarization is measured by means of a A/4 plate and a linear polarizer.
Our test set up to study wall depolarization with the new polarimeter is shown in fig. 4 . For our polarization measurements we used a storage cell which could be removed during measurements on the free atomic beam for calibration purposes. To determine the polarization of the stored hydrogen atoms the polarization of the atoms effusing out of a n exit hole of the storage cell is measured. This way a meaningful determination of the target polarization is obtained since the atoms move randomly inside the storage cell. The storage cell measurements reported here were erf formed with a box shaped cdl providing a mean number of wall collisions around 1000. If the storage cell is cooled the target atoms move slower between the cell walls and the target density is increased. In order to investigate to which temperatures storage cells can be cooled without a loss of target polarization our test storage cell is connected to a closed cycle helium refrigerator. The accessible temperature range is 25K-300K. M e a s u r e m e n t s Fig. 5 shows the H, photon counting rate induced by electron impact excitation of the free atomic beam with a polarization of P, = P, = $ as a function of the position of the chopper wheel for right handed m+ and left handed U-light. The counting rate is of the order of lkHz a t a n atomic beam intensity around 2.10'' atoms/s. This gives a sensitivity of the device of about 2 p h o t~n s / l O '~~d r o~e n atoms. If the background is subtracted the measurement shown in fig. 5 gives a circular light polarization of P=0.172f 0.002 (statistical error) resulting in an experimentally determined analysing power of the method around 0.34 . This analyzing power turned out to be independent on the energy of the electron beam in the energy range from 20eV to 80eV. Its dependence on the strengh of the magnetic guiding field is also weak.
We applied our method to measure the polarization of hydrogen atoms moving in storage cells. For a measurement on hydrogen atoms effusing from the storage cell the photon counting rate is of the order of 100Hz. Fig. 6 shows the polarization of the stored atoms normalized to the polarization of the free atomic beam that was always measured seperately. The flux of the hydrogen atoms out of the cell that reaches the polarimeter normalized to the atomic beam flux is also displayed. The measurements show that fluorocarbon coatings like TEFLON, FLUOREL and FOMBLIN can be used for storage cell coatings a t temperatures down to 80K. At lower temperatures the target polarization and density decreases. Aluminum oxide coatings produce in all respects inferior results. The storage cells with fluorocarbon coatings showed target polarizations around 70% of the polarization of the free atomic beam. Remarkably enough no change of this value was observed when the storage cell was modified to give 500 instead of 1000 wall collisions. The 70% polarization of the stored atoms compared to the free beam is presently not understood. Further investigations to clarify this point are presently under preparation.
Discussion
The measured light polarization when exciting the free atomic beam of P=0.172 is considerably smaller than the calculated value of P=0.38. This discrepancy probably results from the fact that the calculation does not indude excitation to higher states with subsequent deexcitation to the n=3 state. This deexcitation already produces polarized fluorescence light reducing the polarization of the subsequently emitted H, photons. Another depolarization mechanism that is not included in the calculation is Stark mixing between the n=3 substates. The counting rate around d 100Hz, the large analyzing power of 0.34, the weak dependency of this analyzing power on the electron beam energy and on the magnetic guiding field strength enables the a p plication of the method as a useful polarimeter for storage cells.
The ratio of the flux of hydrogen atoms effusing from the storage cell into the polarimeter to the atomic beam flux is about 1/10. This can be understood considering the angular distribution of atoms effusing out of a tube6. The drop of flux out of the storage cell a t low temperaturu can be described by a simple model assuming physisorption of the hydrogen atoms a t the storage cell surfaces with an activation enthalpy of 1SmeV and a probability to recombine to molecules proportional to the mean residence time of an atom a t the storage cell surface. The decrease of the polarization at low temperaturu can be described similarly as the shape of the intensity curve by assuming a depolarization probability a t the storage cell surfaces proportional to the stay time at the surface, although the absdute value of the polarization is not understood at present.
The constant polarization of the stored hydrogen atoms in cells coated with fluorocarbons in the temperature range 80K-300K allows to cool the storage ;ell down to 80K, resulting in a 90% increase of the target density as compared to room temperature operation. Fig. 4 . Apparatus used to study wall depolarisation in storage cells. The atomic beam enters the box-shaped storage cell at the left side and is stopped on a cone. The stored atoms partly leave the cell at the right side and enter photo multiplier the polarimeter. 
